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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [AT] and [T4], Amitsur and Tignol analyze the Kummer subfields of 
certain kinds of Malcev-Neumann division algebras. Specifically, they 
consider a finite abelian group G acting on a field K, and choose a 
surjection e: Z" ~ G for some n. This surjection aturally determines an 
action of 7/" on K, and given a normalized 2-cocycle f ~ Z2(G, K*), one 
gets by inflation a 2-cocycle in Z2(7] ", K*), also denoted f for simplicity. 
Given K, G, f ,  and e, they consider the ring D of formal series 
~z,k~z~ whose support is a well-ordered subset of 7]" (for the anti- 
lexicographic ordering), with component-wise addition, and multiplication 
given by 
z~k = ol( k ) z~ 
zoz~ = f (~,13)z .+~.  
For any x = F.k~z, ~ D*, let v(x) = min{alk,, ¢ 0}. Thus v is a map 
from D* ~ 7/', and is, in fact, a valuation. This valuation is the key 
ingredient in their analysis of the Kummer subfields of D. In valuation- 
theoretic language, the field K is just the residue of D, and 7/" is just the 
value group of D. Moreover, the center of D is Henselian. 
In this paper, we generalize the results of Amitsur and Tignol to the 
context of valued division algebras over Henselian centers, and provide a 
homological classification of Kummer subfields in terms of residue and 
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value group information. Specifically, we consider Kummer subfields of 
tame division algebras that decompose as the tensor product of an iner- 
tially split division algebra and a totally ramified division algebra. This is a 
very wide class of valued division algebras, and includes as a subclass both 
inertially split algebras and totally ramified algebras, two kinds of algebras 
that have been used extensively in past constructions. Furthermore, this 
class also contains all tame division algebras of prime exponent, by [W]. 
We will assume throughout this paper familiarity with the valuation theory 
of division algebras, and we will freely use the terminology of [JW]. 
Since we allow our algebras to have non-commutative residues, we work 
with the notion of generalized crossed products and generalized factor sets 
(see Section 2). While this machinery is somewhat unwieldy, it specializes 
to the usual notion of crossed products and cohomology groups in the case 
where the residue is commutative. This specialization, for instance, shows 
that the criteria of [T 4] for when a Malcev-Neumann division algebra is 
cyclic or elementary abelian carry over to the case of inertially split 
division algebras with commutative residues. 
As further applications, we show that if n > m > 2 then the generic 
division algebras UD(k, pm, pn) of index p" and exponent pm remains a 
non-crossed product for any finite-dimensional extension of its center of 
degree prime to p, and determine conditions under which a tame division 
algebra of index 4 and exponent 2 is a cyclic algebra. 
The authors thank J.-P. Tignol and A. Wadsworth for many valuable 
discussions about the results of this paper. 
2. GENERALIZED CROSSED PRODUCTS 
Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra over a field K, and 
let G be a finite group acting on K. We will denote by Aut(A) the set of 
ring automorphisms of K, and F will denote the fixed field of K under 
the action of G. A factor set of G in A* is a pair (to, f )  of maps w: 
G ~ Aut(A) and f:  G x G ~ A* such that 
60crlK = O" 
w,~to~ = Inn (f(o',~-))o2¢~ 
f (~,  r)f(o'r, ~') = ~%(f(r, u))f(G, rv), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where Inn(a) is the automorphism of A given by conjugation by a ~ A*. 
The third condition above is referred to as the factor set condition. 
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TWO factor sets (~, f )  and (0, g) are said to be cohomologous, written 
(w, f )  ~ (0, g), if for each or ~ G, there is a A,~ ~ A* such that 
= Inn (4)  
f (  o','O = a )g( o-, (5) 
The relation ~ is easily seen to be an equivalence relation on the set 
of all factor sets of G in A*, and we write , ,~(G,A*) for the set of 
equivalence classes. Note that when A = K, a factor set is just a 2-cocycle, 
and ,~(G,  A*) is just H2(G, K*). 
Remark 1. The notion of a factor set also arises in the context of group 
extensions with non-abelian kernel (see [B, Chap. IV, Sect. 6]). If N is any 
group, then a factor set of G in N is a pair of maps ~o: G ---) Aut(N)  and 
f:  G × G ~ N that satisfy conditions 2 and 3 above. Two factor sets 
(oJ, f )  and (0, g) are said to be cohomologous if for each o- ~ G there is a 
A, ~ N such that conditions 4 and 5 above hold. The set of equivalence 
classes then determines all group extensions 1 ---, N ---, E ---, G --* 1 that 
induce the given (outer) action of G on N. 
Given a factor set (oJ, f )  of G in A*, one can construct he algebra 
B = (A, G, (w, f)) ,  called a generalized crossed product, by letting B be 
the free left A module with basis {x,~lo" ~ G}, and with multiplication 
defined by (ax~)(bx~)= ao)~(b)f(~r, ~')x~. The algebra B is associative 
(because of the factor set condition above), with identity f(1, 1)-~x~. The 
algebra B is just the crossed product A * G considered by ring theorists, 
see [P, Chap. 5].) The proof of Maschke's theorem (see [L 2, Thm 6.1] for 
instance) carries over to generalized crossed products to show that if 
char(F) does not divide IGI, then B = (A, G, (w, f ) )  is semisimple. 
Given the action of G on K, one naturally gets an exact sequence 
1 ~N~ G ~ GaI (K /F )  --* 1. 
The situation where N is trivial has been considered before by Tignol [T 5] 
as well as Jehne [J]. When N is trivial, the algebra (A,G,(oJ, f)) is 
actually simple, with center F. Moreover, the centralizer of K in 
(A, G, (oJ, f ) )  is A, so (A, G, (~o, f ) )  ®F K is similar to A, and the map 
(oJ, f )  ~ (A, G, (oJ, f ) )  yields a bijection between gd(G, A*) and the set 
of all central simple F algebras B that satisfy B ®F K ~ A. (It is quite 
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possible that there do not exist F-algebras B that satisfy B ®F K ~ A, in 
which case, ~(G,  A*) is just the empty set.) Fixing one such F-algebra B, 
every other F-central simple algebra C that satisfies C ®F K ~ A differs 
from B in the Brauer group of F by an algebra split by K, and we thus 
also get a bijection between ,~¢'(G, A*) and HZ(G, K*) when ,,~g'(G, A*) 
is non-empty. 
Given two central simple K-algebras A and B, and factor sets (oJ, f )  of 
G in A* and (0, g) of G in B*, one can define a factor set (w ® 0, f ® g) 
of G in (A ®K B)* by (w ® 0),~ = w,~ ® 0~ and ( f  ® g)(cr,~-) = f(~r,z) ® 
g(cr, r). When N is trivial, one has the product theorem ([Ts, Thm. 1.6]) 
that states that (A ,G, (w, f ) )®F (B,G,(O,g)) is similar to (A ®K B,G, 
(w ® O, f ® g)). 
Let (~o, 1) be a factor set of G in A* in which the map G x G -~ A* 
takes (cr, r )  to 1 for all o, and r in G. Note that oJ must be a group 
homomorphism in such a case. Suppose G acts faithfully on K. The 
following proposition determines precisely when ,rE(G, A*) contains a 
factor set of the form (w, 1), and is essentially just Galois Descent. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that N is trivial. Then Y,('(G, A* ) contains a factor 
set of the form (w, 1) if and only if A = B ®F K for some central simple 
F-algebra B. 
Proof Assume (w, 1) ~ ~d(G, A* ), and consider the generalized 
crossed product C = (A, G,(w, 1)). We see that C contains the subring 
E = ~,, e a Kx,,, which is just the usual crossed product (K, G, 1) =- MI(F), 
where l=[K :F ] .  Let B= Cc(E), so C =B®F MI(F) by the double 
centralizer theorem. Since B commutes with K, B c_ Cc(K) = A. We thus 
have an F-algebra map B ®F K ~ A, which is an injection since B ®F K 
is simple. By a dimension count, the map is also surjective. 
Conversely, if A -- B ®F K, then the map oJ: G ~ Aut(A) that sends ~r 
to id ®o" is a group homomorphism; i.e., w~,w, = w,,,. This yields the 
factor set (w, 1) ~ ~(G,  A*). | 
Let us now drop the assumption that N is trivial. Consider the situation 
where the field F has a valuation v, and assume that (F, v) is Henselian. 
Then v extends uniquely to K and then extends uniquely from K to A. 
We will use the same letter v to denote this valuation on A. Assume that 
char(.F) does not divide [A'F] ,  and assume that K/F  is inertial. Then 
GaI(K/F)  = GaI(K/ F) via the map that sends ~ to ~: d ~ ~r(d). Now 
assume that Z(A)  = K'. Then if (w, f )  is a factor set for G in A* such 
that f has its values in U A (the valuation units of A), one gets an in- 
duced factor set (~, f )  of G in A-* defined by aJ~(d)=oJ~(d) 
and f((r, ~') = f (o ' ,  r ) .  (Note that v(d) = v(w~(d)) for all cr ~ G because 
of the uniqueness of the extension of v from F to A.) 
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Now assume that A/F  is inertial. Thus, K/F  is inertial, and it follows 
by [JW, Lemma 2.2] that Z(A)  = _K. The following lemma will be needed 
in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. In the situation described above (with A /  F is inertial), let 
(to, f )  be a factor set of G in A*. Assume that char(if) does not divide I GI, 
and that f has its values in U1..4, the group of 1-units of A. Assume further 
that to~,= id for all tr ~ N. Then there exists a group homomorphism O:
G ~ Aut(A) such that (to, f )  ~ (0, 1). 
Proof. Observe that since f = 1, ~: G ~ Aut(A) is a homomorphism. 
By hypothesis, N __. ker(~), so we have an induced action of G~ N on A. 
Now _G/N acts faithfully on h" = Z(A), so by the previous lemma, 
,4- -  B OyF K for some central simple if-algebra/~. Let B be an inertial lift 
of /3 in A, so B is a central simple F-algebra. Then B and K commute, 
so we have an F-algebra map B ®F K ~ A which is injective since B is 
simple. By dimension count the map is surjective, so B ®F K ----A. We 
define 0: G ~ Aut(A) by 0~ = id ® tr. Then 0 is a group homomorphism 
and hence we have a factor set (0, 1) of G in A*. 
Let us write X(G,  UI,,~) for the set of all factor sets of G in UI. A, 
where U1, A is considered as a multiplicative group (see Remark 1 above). 
By [B, Chap. IV, Thm. 6.6] either ,,~(G, U1, A) is empty or else the 
elements of ,ge'(G, U1, A) are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of 
H2(G, Z(UI, A)). Since (to, f )  ~ 21"~(G, U1. A), ,,~(G, U1, A) is nonempty. It 
is easy to see that Z(U1, A) = UI. K" The g_roup U1, K is uniquely divisible by 
IGI since K is Henselian and char(K) does not divide IGI, and so 
H2(G, UI, K) = 0. In particular, IHZ(G, UI, K)I = 1 so I,,~(G, U1.A)I = 1. 
Thus, (to, f )  ~ (0, 1), viewed as factor sets of G in the group U~, A" All the 
more so, (to, f )  and (0, 1) are cohomologous when viewed as factor sets of 
G in A*, and we are done. | 
3. HOMOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF TAME DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
Let (F, v) be a Henselian valued field. By [JW, Lemma 6.2], every tame 
division algebra with center F is similar to a product of an inertially split 
division algebra and a totally ramified division algebra. We will only 
consider tame algebras for which this similarity is actually an isomorphism, 
that is, we will only consider division algebras of the form D = S ®F T, 
with S inertially split and T totally ramified. Furthermore, we assume 
char(if) does not divide ind(D). We have D = S, and I'D/I'F = IS/I 'F ~ 
F r /F  F by [M, Thin. 1]. Note that if D~S®F T, then D--=--S®FT if 
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F s N F T = F F. We allow either S = F or T = F, in which case D is totally 
ramified or inertially split respectively. We also recall that if D is tame 
and has prime exponent, then D can be written as S ®F T by [W]. 
Write G for I s~ F F. Let Z be an inertial lift in S of the center Z(S) of 
S. The map 0 D ([JW, Eq. 1.6]) provides an isomorphism between G and 
Gal (Z(S) /F )  by [JW, Lemma 5.1], which lifts to an isomorphism between 
G and Ga I (Z /F ) .  We will routinely identify elements of G with their 
images in both Ga I (Z(S) / i f )  and Ga l (Z /F ) .  
Let S z be the centralizer of Z in S. As described in the proof of 
[JW, Thm. 5.6(b)], we may write S = e~cSzy ,~,  with v(y~) + F F = tr, 
yo. Zy,~. 1 = O ' (Z) fo r  all z ~ Z, and y~y,y~l  = f ( t r ,  w)c(tr, "r). Here, f(cr, r) 
Usz, the valuation units of Sz,  and c(cr, w) ~ F*. Moreover, if ~b~ = 
Inn(y,~), the pair (th, f )  is a factor set for G in S~ and c(cr,~') is a 
symmetric 2-cocycle for the trivial action of G on F*. The pair (th, f )  also 
yields the induced factor set (~, f )  of G in S*, as in Section 2. 
Let H = IT~ F F and n = ind(T). We note that H is just the kernel of 
0 D by [JW, Thm. 6.3]. By Draxl's decomposition theorem [D, Thm. 1], T 
decomposes  as a tensor  p roduct  of  symbo l  a lgebras  
~ l(x2i - i, x2i; hi, F, ton). Thus the i-th factor is the algebra generated by 
two symbols ol i and ~i subject to a~" = X2i_1, [3 ni  = X2i , and OLi[~ i = 
ton,/3i%, where n i is some positive integer, to,, is a primitive n;-th root of 
unity, and x i are in F*. Moreover, Fr /F  F is isomorphic to the m-fold 
direct sum of ( (1 /n i )F r ) /F  F ~9 ( (1 /n i )F r ) /F  F. An  F-basis for T is the 
set of all elements ®.m ~,.,k, ,=lOliPi (1 <_Ji, ki < ni). Since [T :F ]  = ]HI, the 
valuation map gives us a 1-1 correspondence between this basis and 
the elements of H, given by ®/m I ai'fl/k' ~ w, where ~- = ~m=t(jiv(a i) + 
FF, kiu(fli) + IF). Writing z, for the basis element whose value (mod F F) 
is w, we find z ,z , ,  = to(r,r ')z,~,, where to(~r,r ' )~ F*. Moreover, it is 
easily checked that to(z, r ' )  is a 2-cocycle for the trivial action of H on F*. 
We will factor to as follows: let F 0 be the subgroup of F F generated by the 
various v(to(w, r')). Then, as F 0 is finitely generated and torsion free, F o is 
free abelian, and hence there is a homomorphism e: F 0 -~ F* such that 
v(e(a) )  = a for all a ~ F 0. Let b(w, ~-') = e(v(to(% w'))). Then it is easily 
checked that b is a symmetric cocycle for H. Write u( r , r ' )  = 
to(z, r')b(w, w') -1. Then u is a cocycle for H with values in U F. Reducing 
modulo the maximal ideal of the valuation, ~ is a cocycle for H with 
values in K* (for the trivial action of H on F*). We point out that the 
canonical pairing ~r  on T (see [TW, Sect. 3]) is given by ~r(~' , r ' )  
= 
Observe that D = S ®F T can be written as the direct sum 
~, , )~×HSzy~Z~,  where the z~ commute with ~Szy  ~ and z~z~, = 
to(r, w')z~,,. An element of D of the form sy~z ,  for some s ~ S z,  some 
or ~ G and some ~- ~ H will be referred to as a monomial.  
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Given the factor set (~b, f )  of G in S* and the 2 cocycle ~ ~ H2(H, F*), 
we form the factor set (~,f~) of G × H in D* (with G x H acting on 
Z(D) via 0 o) defined by 
= 3(¢) ,  
r) ,  (o",r')) = f (¢ ,  
Since ~ has values in ff _ Z(D), it is easily checked that (~b, fi~) does form 
a factor set. 
Remark 2. The construction of the cocycles f and ~ above is not 
unique, since it depends on the choice of the y¢, the z~, and the 
homomorphism e. However, the generalized cocycle f is uniquely deter- 
mined up to multiplication by a cocycle in He(G, ff*)sym, the subgroup of 
HZ(G, F*) of classes of symmetric ocycles, and the cocycle ~ is uniquely 
determined modulo HZ(H, P:~)sym" TO see this, note that the cocycles f
and c above correspond respectively to an inertial division algebra I and a 
nicely semiramified algebra N with S ~ I ®F N (see the proof of [JW, 
Thm. 5.6b]). If S ~ I®F N~I  1 ®F NI, with 11 inertial and N 1 nicely 
semiramified, then (I  ®F I~ 'p) ®F N ~ N 1 is nicely semiramified, so by 
[JW, Thm. 5.15] and [T4, §1], i ~F f~,o ~ Dec(N/F )  = H2(G, ff)sym" Thus 
the cocycles f and f-~ differ by an element of HZ(G, P)sym" As for ~, we 
note that by [AT, Prop. 1.3] there is an exact sequence 
0 ~ H2(I"T//"F, ff*)sym ~ n2(f'T//- 'F, i f*) ~ Skew(Fr/FF, ff* ) ~ O. 
Since the image of ~ in Skew(Fr/FF, F*) is the canonical pairing ~'r, 
which is uniquely determined by T, any other choice for ~ will also map to 
~'r, so differs from ~ by a cocycle in H2(I'T/['F, ff*)sym" 
In this paper we will use the cocycles defined above to describe Kummer 
subfields of D. Recall that if F is a field containing a primitive n-th root 
of unity, then a finite extension L of F is an n-Kummer extension of F if 
L = F ( '~[ , . . . , '~r ) fo r  some a i ~ F. Equivalently, L is an abelian 
Galois extension of F such that the exponent of the Galois group Ga l (L /  
F) divides n. We will denote by/z(F)  the roots of unity of a field F, and 
will write/z n __C_ F if F contains a primitive n-th root of unity. If F __C_ K __C_ L 
are fields and L /F  is n-Kummer then both L /K  and K/F  are also 
n-Kummer extensions. If L is an n-Kummer extension of F, let 
KUM( L /  F) = {a ~ L*la" ~ F} 
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and 
kum(L /F )  = KUM (L /F ) /F* .  
It is well known that the Kummer pairing GaI (L /F )  × kum(L /F )  
p.,(F) given by (tr, aF*)~ t r (a ) /a  is a nondegenerate bilinear pairing. 
Therefore kum(L /F )  -- Ga I (L /F ) .  
Suppose L is an n-Kummer extension of a Henselian valued field F. 
Thus ~,, G F. We further suppose that char(F) does not divide n. Then 
/x,, c_ F. Furthermore, L~ F is a defectless extension, i.e., [L 'F ]  = IFL/ 
F F] • [L" F] by [O, Satz IV]. Let L r be the inertia subfield of L /F .  Then 
L T is an inertial lift of L. The extension L /L  T is a tame totally ramified 
extension, so kum(L /L  r) =- Ga I (L /L  r) ---- F z / FL, = FL / I  F. Therefore 
the_exponent of FL /F  F divides n. Furthermore~ GaI ( ' LT /F )  -- Ga I (T , /F ) ,  
so L is an n-Kummer extension of F. 
The following lemma is essentially [AT, Prop. 3.6], stated for arbitrary 
Kummer extensions of Henselian valued fields. The main theorems of this 
paper, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, will relate the cocycles f and ~ described 
above to the cocycle determined in this lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a Henselian valued field with IX,, G P and L an 
n-Kummer extension of F. Then there is a short exact sequence 
SL: 1 ---' kum (L /F )  --* kum(L /F )  ~ FL /F  F ~ 1. 
Therefore the cocycle class s L ~ Hz( / ' L / / ' F ,  kum(L /F ) )sy  m. 
Proof The valuation v: L* ~ F L induces a group homomorphism F:
kum(L /F ) - - - , FL /F  F. The kernel of F is the set {aF* lv(a)= O, a 
KUM(L /F )} .  To show ker(~) -= kum(L /F ) ,  define g: ker(F) ~ kum(L./  
F) by g(uF*) = ~P*. If u ~ KUM(L /F )  with ~ ~ ff then u = aw for 
some a ~ F and 1-unit w. Since u ~ KUM(L /F )  we see w ~ KUM(L /  
F). Thus w n = fl for some/3 ~ F. But/3 = W" = 1, so since F is Henselian 
and char(F) does not divide n,/3 has an n-th root in F. Therefore w ~ F 
as /zn G F. Thus u ~ F, so g is injective. To see that g is surjective, if 
~P* ~ kum(L /F )  then ~" = ff for some a c F. Then u" = aw for some 
1-unit w. Since L is Henselian, w = x" for some 1-unit x. Thus (u /x )  ~ = 
a, so u/x  ~ KUM(L /F ) .  Since (u /x )F*  maps to T.K*, the map g is 
surjective. Therefore ker(F) ~ kum(L /F ) .  
For surjectivity of P, note that 
]kum(L /F ) [  = [L 'F ]  = [FL/FF[ " [L 'F ]  = IFL/FF[ " kum(L /F )  . 
Since Iker(P)l = I kum(L /F ) l ,  we find lim(~)l = IFL/FFI, SO ~ is surjec- 
tire. Finally, if s L is the cocycle class corresponding to this group exten- 
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sion, then s L ~HZ(FL /FF ,  KUM(L /F ) ) .  However, the middle group 
kum(L /F )  is abelian, hence this cocycle class can be represented by a 
symmetric ocycle. Hence s L ~ H2(FL/FF,  KUM(L /F ) )sy  m. | 
Let D be a tame F-division algebra, described as D = ~Szy, , z  , above. 
Recall that elements of the form sy~z, with s ~ S z are called monomials. 
If x = E~,,s~,,y~z, then the values v(s~,,y~z,)  are distinct mod F F, 
hence there is a unique monomial s~,~y~z, of least value. We denote by 
/z(x) the monomial of x of least value. Note that v(x) = v(~(x)),  and that 
/z is multiplication preserving. The following lemma generalizes [AT, 
Props. 3.4, 3.8] to the class of division algebras of the form S ®F T. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L a Kummer subfield of D. Then there is a Kummer 
subfield L' of D conjugate to L with E L , = F L and L'= L, such that 
kum(L ' /F )  is represented by monomials. Furthermore, the Kummer cocy- 
cles s L, and s L are equal in H2(FL /  FF, kum(L /F ) )sy  m. 
Proof. Let {l i} be representatives in KUM(L /F )  of the distinct ele- 
ments of kum(L /F ) .  If p, is the monomial homomorphism described 
above, then the iz(l i) commute among themselves ince the l i pair- 
wise commute. Furthermore, if r is the exponent of Ga I (L /F ) ,  then l T = 
ix(l r) = (tx(li)Y. Therefore L' = F({~(li)}) is a Kummer subfield of D. 
Both L and L' correspond to the same subgroup of F* /F  *~, hence are 
isomorphic fields, and so conjugate by the Noether-Skolem theorem. It 
then follows that F L, = F L. To see L' = L, note that the proof of Lemma 
3.1 showed that kum(L /  F) = {aft*Iv(a) = O, a ~ KUM(L /  F)}. Now, 
tz ( l  i) = l iw  i for some 1-unit w i, so if l i is a unit then li = I,~( l i ) .  Therefore 
kum(-LT/if) = kum(L /F ) ,  so L '= L. It is clear that the diagram 
SL: 
S L, ". 
1 kum(L/ i f)  kum(L /F )  ---. FL /F  e 1 
II $ II 
1 ---, kum(E ' / f f )  ~ kum(L ' /F )  FL,/F f 1 
is commutat ive ,  so the cocycles s t and s L, are equal  in 
HZ(FL/FF,  kum(L /F ) )sy  m. II 
We now describe some maps that will be relevant o our results. Recall 
that FD/ F F = G x H = Fs /  F F • FT/  F F and D = S. 
(1) If  F is any subgroup of FD/F  r, then we have a natural map 
res: :g(  FDI FF, D) ~ ,g1( F, D) 
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that sends the cohomology class of (oJ, f )  to that of (w [r, flrxr). (One can 
easily see that this map is well defined.) In the case where T is trivial (i.e., 
when Fo/F F acts faithfully on Z(D)), this map corresponds to the usual 
restriction map that sends the class of the central simple /f-algebra 
(D, G, (co, f ) )  to the class of the centralizer of 2 in (D, G, (o2, f)),  where 
2 is the fixed field of F __ I'D/F F = Gal(Z(D)/F). 
(2) If 2 is a Kummer subfield of D and F is a subgroup of Fo/F F 
which acts trivially on 2 ,  then the exact sequence of trivial F-modules 
1 ~ if* --, KUM (2 / i f )  ---, kum (2 /F )  --* 1 
induces an exact sequence of symmetric ohomology groups 
H2( F, if* )sym ~ H2(F, KUM (2 / i f )  )sym e_.~ H2 (F, kum (2 / i f )  )~ym 
--*0 (6)  
by [T 4, Cor. 1.3]. We will denote the second map in the sequence above by 
e , .  In particular, if L is a Kummer subfield of D, by viewing T. as a trivial 
FL/FF-mOdule we obtain a map e . :  H2(FL/FF, KUM(L/F))~ym 
H2(FL/FF, kum(L/F) )sy m. 
(3) If G is a group and A G B are G-modules, then there is a map 
i , :  H2(G, A) --* H2(G, B) induced by the inclusion map i: A ~ B. If G 
acts trivially on A then the restriction of i ,  to the subgroup H2(G, A)sy  m 
yields a map H2(G, A)sy  m --~ H2(G, B), also denoted i , .  In particular, if 
L is a Kummer subfield of D, then FL/FF acts on Z(D)* via 0 o, with 
FL/F r acting trivially on if*, so we get a map 
i," n2(FL/ FF, if)sym --~' H2(FL/ FF,Z( D)*). 
m 
If D is commutative then D can be described in terms of ordinary 
cocycles instead of generalized cocycles. Therefore the main results, 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below, are simpler for such a division algebra. We 
will use these theorems in the case where D is commutative when we 
discuss inertially split division algebras in Section 5. Since in this case 
= 2, the cocycle f lies in H2(G,z~*). Thus ffi ~ H2(FD/FF, Z*). 
Suppose L is a Kummer subfield of D. Then FL/F F acts on Z via O n, 
and it is easily checked that the restriction of this action to L is trivial. 
Thus we have the exact sequence (6) above for 2 = L and F --- FL/F F. In 
addition, as in (3), the FL/FF-mOdule inclusions if* --* Z* and KUM( I , /  
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/~) ~ Z* induce maps i , :  H2(FL/FF, f:'iC)sy m ~ H2(FL/FF, Z*) and i , :  
H2(FL/ FF, KUM(L /  F))sy m ~ HZ(FL/ FF, Z*). We define 
6~: Hz(FL/FF, kum(L /F )  )sym "-" H2( I'LIFF, Z* ) l i ,  (H2( FLIf'F, F*)sym) 
as the map that makes the following diagram commute, where we write F 
for FL/ F F. 
H2(F, F*)sym "~ H2( F, KUM( L/,F) )sym ".__L~ H2( F, kum( L/ F) )sym ---~0 
HZ(F,P.)sy m i.~ H2(F,Z.)  ~ H2(F,~.)/i.(HZ(F,P.)sym)_..~ 0 
If instead we start with a subgroup F of I'D~ F F and a subfield .5¢ of 2 on 
which F acts trivially, we obtain a map 6.~: H2(F, kum(.E°/F))sy m 
H2(F ,Z* ) / i , (H2(F ,  f*)sym ) in the same way as for ST. Note that the 
notation ~;~ does not indicate the dependence of the map 3_v. on F, but 
this should not cause confusion. 
4. KUMMER SUBFIELDS 
In this section we prove the two main theorems of this paper. These 
theorems characterize homologically the Kummer subfields of a tame 
division algebra D = S OF T, where S is inertially split and T is totally 
ramified over F. We recall the description of D as a generalized crossed 
product in the previous ection, and continue to use the notation defined 
there. Furthermore, we are also assuming that char(F) does not divide 
ind(D). If D is a Malcev-Neumann division algebra, then these theorems 
reduce to [AT, Thms. 3.11, 3.12]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a Kummer subfield olD. Then there is a map ~5: 
FL/ F F ~ Aut(D*), with oS(y)lT. = id for all 3' ~ FL/ FF, and a cocycle 
~, E H2(FL/ FF, KUM(L /  F))sym for this trivial action of FL/ F F on 
KUM(L /F )  such that 
1. (~o, ~,) is a factor set of FL/ F F in D* and (Fo, ~) is cohomologous to
res(0, fi2), where res is the restriction map from Fo/  F F to FL/ F F. 
2. e . (~)  = s L, where st. is the cocycle defined in Lemma 3.1, and e. is 
the map defined in Eq. (6) of Section 3. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we may assume kum(L /F )  is generated by 
monomials. For y E FL/FF, let l~ be a monomial in KUM(L /F )  with 
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l rF* mapping to y under the residue valuation homomorphism ~. We 
have lr = a~y,~z~ for some ar ~ S z, where 3, = ~-  with ~r ~ I s /F  F and 
~" ~ IT~ F F. Since FSz = F v, by changing l v by an element of F, we can 
assume the ar are units. The z~ ~ T commute with all elements in S, so 
for y = ~r  and 6 = ~r'.c' ~ EL /FF ,  we see 
l~,l~l~ l = ( a~,y,~z¢) (a~y,~,z¢,) ( al,~y,~,/z¢./) - l  
= a.rq~o.(a,s)yo.Yo.,yff.o.l,a~,~lz.~z.,z~.! 
= a~,~,~(a~)f(o', ")a~6lc(o ",o") u(~-, ~-')b(r,-r'). 
Let 
g(Y, 6) = a~qb,~( a6) f (  cr, o")u('c, z')ar-~ . 
Then g(y, 8)F* - i  . = lylal~a F since the cocycles u, b, and c have values in 
F*, and so g(y,  6) ~ KUM(L /F ) .  Since the a~ are units and the cocycles 
f and u have unit values, v(g(y ,  a)) = 0. Let ~(y, 6) = g(y ,  a). Define o5: 
FL /F  F ~ Aut(D*) by osv = Inn(~) .  &~ = Inn(~ • 0~_Then the defini- 
tion of ~ shows (o5,~) is a factor set of FL /F  F in D* with (o5,~)~ 
res(0, f/i). The automorphism o3 7 is induced by conjugation by a~y,, = 
l~ z~ -1. The z~ conjugate D* trivially while conjugation by lv is trivial on 
as l~ ~ L. Therefore O5~]~ = id for all y ~ FL /F  F. Since ~ has values in 
L the factor set condition shows ~ ~ H2(FL /FF ,  KUM(L /F ) )  for this 
trivial action. Moreover, g('/, a) = l~l~l~6lc(~r, or')- lb(r, r ' ) -  I, and since 
the cocycles b and c are symmetric, FL /F  F is abelian and the Iv commute 
among themselves, we find that ~ is symmetric. Since g(y,  6)F*= 
lvl~l~aJF *, it is clear from the definition of s L that e . (~)  = s L. | 
We now prove a partial converse of Theorem 4.1. The hypothesis on o5~ 
for 3' ~ F ~ (FT /F  F) in the following theorem that has no counterpart in 
Theorem 4.1 is due to the difficulty of working with generalized cocycles. 
This hypothesis does not always hold, and it is unknown to the authors if 
the theorem remains valid without it. Note that this hypothesis holds if D 
is either inertially split or totally ramified, or if D is commutative. 
The existence of Kummer subfields of D requires F to have sufficient 
roots of unity. The proof below shows that it is sufficient to assume F 
contains a primitive ind(D)-th root of unity, as noted in a remark after the 
proof. Since F is Henselian and char(F) does not divide ind(D), the field 
P contains a primitive ind(D)-th root of unity iff F contains a primitive 
ind(D)-th root of unity. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose there is a subgroup F c FD/ r F and a Kummer 
subfield .~  o lD ,  and a map o5: F --4 Aut(D*) such that oS(F) acts trit,ially 
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on Xz, 05rlz(B)= OD(7) and 05~ = id on the centralizer C~(.~) for all 
~r ~ F (q ( IT /FF) .  Suppose further there is a cocycle ~ ~ HZ(F, KUM( .~/  
ff))sym such that (05, ~) is a factor set for F in D* and (05, ~) = resQb, f/i) 
in 22~(F, D*). I f  ff contains enough roots of unity, there is a Kummer 
subfield L of D with 
1. Z = .~ and FL/  F F = F. 
2. e , (~)  = s L. 
Proof. Let L T E Sz be an inertial lift of .~. We first lift o~. If _~ is an 
r-Kummer extension of F, then the group of 1-units U~, F is uniquely 
divisible by r since F is Henselian and char(if) does not divide r. The 
following sequence of trivial F-modules 
1 -~ U,, F ~ ULT C~ KUM (LT /F )  ~ KUM ( .~/ i f )  ---* 1 
is then exact, the surjectivity following from an argument similar to that 
showing the map g in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is surjective. Since U1, F is 
also uniquely divisible by IFI, the group HZ(F, U1, F) = 0, so by [T 4, Cor. 
1.3] we obtain an isomorphism 
H2(F, V,~ n KUM (LT /F )  )sym ~ H2( F, KUM (.C~/i)sy m. 
Therefore there is a cocycle g ~ Z~(F, ULr N KUM(LT/F) )sy  m wi th  ~ ~ 
~. Thus there are ~r~ KUM( .~/F )  with 
g(y ,  6) = ~___-d-~ ~(y ,  6). 
If 05'(7) = Inn(-~) • 05(7) and g'(7, 6) = d~---~-d-~( 7, 8)d-~-'~8-' then (05', ~') is 
equivalent o (05, ~). Since 05' satisfies the same hypotheses as 05, by 
replacing (03, ~) by (05', ~') we may assume (05, ~) is such that the cocycle g 
above satisfies ~ = ~. 
Since (05, o 5) ~ resQb, .tiff), there are a~ ~ Usz with 
05(7)  = Inn 
and 
a) - - - '  
ayg 
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where 3' = o'~" with o '~Ps /F  F and ~'~FT/F  F. Let s~ =a~y~z~ for 
3' = ~r~" as before. Then if 6 = ~rz,' ' we have 
srs a = ar&~( aa ) f (  cr, ~r')c( cr,~r')b( r, r ')u( r, r' )a~a-'. 
We wish to modify the s~ so that they commute with L T. For some fixed 3' 
let L' =SrLTS~ I. Then L '= LT=..,¢¢' since Inn(s~)=o3~ and ~ acts 
trivially on .~  for 3' ~ F. Furthermore,  since sr acts trivially on .~  and 
Sz /F  is inertial, sv acts trivially on E = L' A Z = L T n Z. That these 
two intersections are equal follows since Z~ F is inertial and 
L' n Z= L T n Z=.~n Z,. Since Inn(st )  induces id on E, hence also on 
E (since E~ F is inertial), conjugation by sr gives an E- isomorphism from 
L T to L'. Now Inn(s~) ® id induces a Z- isomorphism from L'Z to LTZ 
since LTZ = L r ®e Z and L'Z = L' ®E Z. Therefore by the Noether-  
Skolem theorem there is acr  ~ S z with Inn(c~ -t )  = Inn(s~) ® id. There-  
fore conjugation by crs~ is the identity on Lv. Furthermore,  as Fsz = F F, 
we may assume cv ~ Usz. Since Inn(cv) induces the identity on S ~, we see 
c~ Cg(S a) = C~(.~Z) = Csz ( LTZ) ,  the last equality following from di- 
mension count. Hence there are e~ ~ Csz(LTZ) and w~ ~ U l Sz with 
c~ = e~w~. Since e~ conjugates LTZ trivially, Inn(w~)lLTz = Inn(c~)lLrz, 
so w~s~ induces the identity automorphism on L r. Let rr = w~s~ = 
wra~y~z,. Then rr ~ Co(LT). Also we have 
rrr a wvarch,(waaa)f(cr o")c(cr ,cr ' )b( r , r ' )u( r ,  ' )(w~aara)- '  = , rya • 
Set 
h( 3", 6) = w~argor( waaa) f (  cr, cr')u('c, z') ( w~aara) - t  ~ Usz. 
As the wv are 1-units, we have 
1 
h(7,  6) = a~chr(~)f(~r, o") u(T, T') ara = g(3', ~). 
Therefore h = jg for some function j: F × F ~ Uus z. Now, the Inn(r~) 
act trivially on L r and maps Z to Z since Inn(rv) = Inn(wvavy~z ~)and 
wv, a ~ ~S z. Thus if A = Csz(LTZ), then r~Ar~ 1 =A.  Let v: F--* 
Aut (A*)  be given by v(y)  = Inn(r~). Since r~rar~a I induces the identity 
automorphism on LTZ, we see that rvrsr~a I = j(y, 6)g(y, 8)c(y, 6)b(y, 8) 
A. Associativity of multipl ication shows in the usual manner  that jgcb 
satisfies the factor set condition with respect to v. Moreover,  g, c, and b 
have values in L T and are hence fixed by v. It follows that j(7, 6) ~ A, 
and that j also satisfies the factor set condition with respect to v, so (v, j )  
is a factor set of F in A*. If (~, ])  is the induced factor set of F in ,4", 
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then v~= Inn( r~)= Inn(s~)= G~. We wish to apply Lemma 2.2. Let 
N = F C3 (Fr/FF). Note that Inn(v )= Inn(w~a~y~z,) acts on LrZ  = 
L r ®~ Z as id ® Inn(y~z,) = id ® ~b~. Thus the kernel of the map F 
GaI (L rZ /L  r) induced by v is precisely the kernel of the map F - ,  
Ga I (Z /E )  induced by ~b, which is just N by [JW, Thin. 6.3]. By hypothe- 
sis, ~b~ = id on Cb(.Z~) = Afor  3' ~ N. Therefore by Lemma 2.2 there are 
/3~ ~ A with 
Let xr =/3~rr. Then 
xrx a = ~S:,vr(~a)j('),, 6 )g( y, 6 )c( o", o")b( r, r' )~ra-' x,~ 
= g(y,  6)c(cr, cr')b(r, r')x~a. 
Since g, c, b are all symmetric ocycles and F is abelian, the x~ commute 
among themselves. Furthermore, as/3~, r~ ~ A, the x~ commute with L r. 
Let 
L = Y] LTX ~. 
y~F 
Then L is a subfield of CD(Lr). Furthermore, x~F*xsF* = g(y, 3)x~F* ,  
and since g(y, 6) ~ KUM(Lr /  F), we find (x~F*) ~ = F* for a suitable 
integer k. Let s¢ be the subgroup of D*/F*  generated by kum(Lr /F )  
and {xvF*]y ~ F}. Then ~ is a finite abelian group. We invoke the 
assumption that F has enough roots of unity to get that F contains a 
primitive exp(~)-th root of unity. Therefore L is a Kummer subfield of D 
with kum(L /F )  = .a¢. We have .9' = LrC_ L, and since x~ = ~vwva~y~z~, 
it follows that ~(x~)= ~(y,~z~)=3' since w~ and a~ are units and 
/3~ ~A,  whose value group is F F. Thus F c_ F L. From L = ~rLrx~,  
we find [L :F ]  < [L_ r :F ] .  ]F[ = [.Z~': F ] .  [F], so by the fundamental 
inequality we obtain L =.~ and F = FL /F  F. 
The last step is to show e,(oa) ~ st.. Now s L is the cocycle representing 
the group extension 
1 ~ kum (.ZP/F) ~ kum(L /F )  --~ F --* 1. 
Therefore st. is equivalent o the cocycle (y, 3) -~ x~x~x~P*.  But since 
x~x~x~P* = g(3', 6)P*, the cocycle st. is equivalent to e . (~) .  | 
Remark. The proof above shows that we need to assume that F 
contains a primitive exp(~C)-th root of unity. Since ~ = kum(L /F ) ,  we 
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see that exp(.~) divides [L :F ] ,  which divides ind(D). Therefore it is 
sufficient o assume that F contains a primitive ind(D)-th root of unity. 
If D = z~ is commutative, then as pointed out in Section 3, the cocycle 
f~ then lies in the usual cohomology group H2(Fo /F  F, Z*). In this case 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 have simpler statements. This special case will be 
used extensively in the next section. Recall the map ~5~: H2(FL/ 
FF, kum( L~ F))~y m ~ H 2( Fc / Fr, Z* ) / i ,  ( H 2( FL / FF ' i f ,  )sym ) defined in 
Section 3 for a Kummer subfield L of D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let D = S ®F T as abot~e. Suppose D is commutatiL'e. 
If L is a Kummer subfield of D then ~s L) = res(f~). Cont,ersely, suppose 
F is a subgroup of FD/F  F and .~ is a subfield of D on which F acts 
trivially, l f  s is a cocycle class in H 2( F, kum(.~/P)).~ym with c5 ~(s) = res(fii) 
in H2(FL/ FF, 7,*)/ i , (HZ(FL /  FF, F*)~m) then there is a Kummer sub- 
field L of D with FL/ F F = F and L =.~. Furthermore, s = st. in 
H 2(F, kum(_~/P)).~ym" 
Proof. Recall the maps e , "  H2(FL/  IF, KUM(L /  F))sy m 
H2(['L/ IF, kum(L /  F))sy m and i , :  H2(FL/FF, KUM(L/F))__sy m 
H2(Fc /F r ,  Z*) defined in Section 3. If 7r: H2(Fc /F  r, Z*) --+ 
H 2(FL/F r, Z,* ) / i ,  (H 2(F c~ F F, F* )~ym )is the usual map, then the defini- 
tion of 6z shows that r ro i ,  =cSzoe, .  If there is a cocycle ~ 
HZ(FL/Fr,  KUM(L/F))sym with i , (~) - - res ( f27)and  e , (~)=s  t, then 
~L-(Sc) = res(fa). Conversely, if Sz(s) = res(f2i) for some s 
H2(F, kum(.~/P)).~ym, then there is a ~ ~ H2(F, KUM(.~/F))svm with 
e,(oa) = s since e ,  is surjective. Then i,(oa) = res(fi7) in 
H2(FL/FF, Z* ) / i , (H2(FL /FF ,  F*)sym)" If D is commutative then the 
action ~ is just the map 0o: Fo/FF --' GaI (Z /F ) ,  whose kernel is FT/Ft.  
Thus ~b--~= id for all 3' ~ F n (FT/Ft;). The corollary then follows from 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. II 
5. CYcLic  AND ELEMENTARY ABELIAN MAXIMAL SUBFIELDS 
In this section, we make the following standing hypothesis: the residue 
is commutative. In this situation, we are able to work with cohomology 
groups instead of generalized cohomology sets, and we obtain more 
detailed information about Kummer subfields. Specifically, we investigate 
when D contains a maximal subfield that is a cyclic or elementary abelian 
extension of F, the two extreme kinds of Kummer extensions. 
We need to recall some of the ideas and terminology dealing with the 
canonical pairing on a totally ramified division algebra defined in [TW]. 
Let W be a nondegenerate symplectic bilinear pairing on a finite group G. 
A subgroup H of G is said to be totally isotropic with respect to ~ if 
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~(h,  k) = 1 for each h, k ~ H. If H is maximal among totally isotropic 
subgroups of G then H is said to be a Lagrangian of G. It is known that a 
totally isotropic subgroup H of G is a Lagrangian iff IHI = Ix/T~ • The 
canonical pairing ~'r on a tame totally ramified division algebra T is the 
nondegenerate symplectic bilinear pairing ~'r: Fv /  I"F )< fiT/I 'F --~ I x(P)  
given by ~'r(t,(a) + FF, V(b) + F F) = aba- lb  - l .  That ~r  is symplectic 
and bilinear is proved in [TW, Prop. 3.1]. 
Let D = S ®F T be a tame division algebra as in the previous sections. 
We recall the standing hypothesis of this section that D = S is a field. 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  L is a Kummer subfield of D then (F  L f3 Fr) / I" F is 
totally isotropic with respect o the canonical pairing ~r. 
Proof. Take y, 8~(FLAFr ) /F  F. Say 3 '=~(a)=~(t  1) and 6= 
~(fl) = ~(t 2) with c~,/3 ~ L and tl, t z c T. Then a = tlaux and/3 = tzbwy 
for some a ,b  ~ F, units u,w ~ U s and x, y ~ Ul, o. We have 
"1 = a /30 / -1 /3  - l  = t lu tzwu- l t~ lw- t t~ l  
- - - l - - - i  t l t2t~ltyl  = tlt2t~lt21 "UWU W = 
since S and T commute with each other and S = D is commutative. 
Therefore r~r( T, 8) = tlt2t-~lty 1= 1, SO (F L n F r ) /F  F is totally isotropic 
with respect o ~r .  I 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  L is a Kummer subfield of D then the sequence 1 
(Ft. n Fr) / F F -* FL/  F F --* Gal (Z /L )  ~ 1 is exact. Furthermore, if L is 
a maximal subfield o lD  then (FI_ n F r ) /F  F is a Lagrangian of F r /F  F and 
0o(/ ' /_// 'F) = Ga l (Z /L ) .  
Proof. The exactness of the sequence is clear since ker(0 o) = Fr /F  F. 
Let H = Oo(Ft. / F F) and C = (Ft_ ¢~ Fr) / F F. Then H _ Ga l (Z /L )  since 
L is commutative, and C is totally isotropic by Lemma 5.1. We have 
IrL/rFI = ICI • IHI. Therefore 
[L :F ]  = IrL/r l. [Z :P ]  = Ic l .  I/-/I [ [ :E l  
_< IcI Ga I (EZ/Z) [Z ' .K ]  = IcI [Z : f f ]  
< ind (S ) ind(T) .  
The last inequality holds since C is a totally isotropic subgroup of Fr /F  F, 
so ICI _< X/II'T/FFI = ind(T). If L is a maximal subfield of D then 
[L : F] = ind(D) = ind(S)ind(T), so we have equality everywhere above. 
Thus ICI = ind(T) and H = GaI (Z /F ) .  Therefore C is a Lagrangian of 
! 
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D 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let D = S ®F T as above, where D is commutative. If 
D is a cyclic (resp. elementary abelian) crossed product then so is T. 
Proof. Let L be a Kummer maximal subfield of D. Then by Lemma 
5.2, (F L 0 FT) / F F is a Lagrangian of I T /F  F. By [TW, Thm. 3.8], there is 
a subfield K of T with FK/F  F = (F L • FT) / F r. Furthermore, since this 
subgroup is a Lagrangian of FT /F  F, the field K is a maximal subfield of 
T. Note that K is Galois over F with Ga l (K /F )  --- FK/F  r. The relative 
value group FL /F  f is a homomorphic image of Ga l (L /F ) ,  which one can 
see either by Lemma 3.1, or by standard valuation theory. If L is cyclic 
over F then FL /F  F is a cyclic group, hence (F L N FT) /F  F is cyclic. 
Therefore K is a cyclic maximal subfield of T. If L is elementary abelian 
over F then FL/ F F is elementary abelian, hence (F L n IT) / F F is also 
elementary abelian. Thus K is elementary abelian over F. II 
We now restrict to the case of inertially split division algebras with 
commutative residue field. Note that if D is such a division algebra, then 
ind(D) = [D:  F] = ]FD/FFI by [JW, Thm. 5.15]. Under this restriction 
we are able to give full classifications of the cyclic or elementary abelian 
maximal subfields of D, which extend IT 4, Thms. 3.1, 4.1]. We briefly 
describe some important groups described in [T 4, §1] which arise in our 
results below. Let K/F  be an abelian Galois extension with G = Ga I (K /  
F). Viewing Br(K /F )  as HE(G,K *) via the usual "crossed product" 
isomorphism, the group Dec(K /F )  is the image of H Z( G, F* )sym in 
HZ(G, K*). Let N(K/F )  = Br (K /F ) /Dec(K /F ) .  If M is an interme- 
diate field, let D(K/  M~ F) = extM/F(Dec(K / F)), where extM/F is the 
usual extension of scalars map. Finally, let N(K/M~ F) = Br (K /M) /  
D(K/M~ F). Since ker(extM/F) = Br (M/F )  and Dec(M/F )  c_ Dec(K /  
F), we have an exact sequence 
N( M/  F) ~ N( K /  F) ~ N( K~ M~ F). 
Furthermore, by [T 4, Prop. 1.9], D( K /M~ F) = ext M/F(i, ( H 2(S, F* )sym)), 
where S = Gal(K/ M). Therefore if GaI(K/ M) = eor=l (~r i) and L i is the 
subfield of K with Gal (L i /M)= (o-i), then D(K/M/F )  is the set of 
similarity classes of algebras of the form 
( L l /  M ,° l , c l )  ®M "'" ®M( Zr /  M,°'r,Cr) 
with c i E F for 1 < i < r. 
If D is inertially split with D = Z commutative, then Z/F  is a Galois 
extension with Ga I (Z /F )  -- Fo /F  F, an abelian group. If L is a Kummer 
maximal subfield of D we have FL /F  F -- GaI (Z /L )  by Lemma 5.1, so 
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N(Z/  L /  F) =- H 2(FI_ / F F, Z* ) / i .  H 2(FL/ I F, if* )sym" Thus we can view 
the map 6~ defined in Section 3 as a map •z: H2(FL/FF, kum(/~//~))sym 
--* N(Z /  L~ F). 
The following two theorems extend to inertially split division algebras 
with commutative residue field two results of Tignol [T4, Thms. 3.1, 4.1]. 
The proofs of these theorems are essentially the same as those in [T4], so 
we leave them out. We recall the hypothesis of the previous ection about 
the existence of enough roots of unity. We assume F contains enough 
roots of unity for the next result. If G = Ga I (Z /F ) ,  then [GI = [ind(D)l, 
so by the remark after the proof of Theorem 4.2, a primitive IG I-th root of 
unity is sufficient. This result describes when D is a cyclic algebra. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let D be an inertially split division algebra over a 
Henselian field F, and suppose D is commutative. Then D contains a cyclic 
maximal subfield iff there is a field M in between ff and Z such that Z / M 
and M/F  are cyclic, and (Z /F ,G , f )  ~F M ~ (Z /M,  cr, w) for some 
generator cr of Gal (Z /M)  and some w ~ M* such that wff* generates 
kum(M/ i f ) .  
COROLLARY 5.5. With notation in the previous theorem, if G is not 
generated by two elements then D is not a cyclic algebra. 
Proof. If G is not generated by two elements then there is no sub- 
group H of G such that H and G/H are cyclic. Therefore there is no 
subfield M of Z with Z /M and M~ ff both cyclic extensions. II 
We next consider elementary abelian maximal subfields. Suppose the 
index of D is a power of a prime p. Here all we need is for F to contain a 
primitive p-th root of unity. 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose D is an inertially split division algebra over F 
with D commutative, and ind(D) a power of a prime p. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
1. D contains an elementary abelian maximal subfield. 
2. There is a field M in between P and Z such that 2 /M and M~ Z are 
elementary abelian, and the class of the algebra ( Z / F, G, f )  represents in 
N( Z / F ) an element in the image of the canonical map N( M / if ) --* N( Z / F ). 
3. The exponent of G divides pZ, and if E is the fixed field of G ~, then 
(Z /  F, G, f )  represents in N(Z /  F) an element in the image of the map 
N(E /  if) ~ N(Z /  F). 
COROLLARY 5.7. I f  the exponent of G is divisible by p3 then D is not an 
elementary abelian crossed product. 
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6. PRIME TO p EXTENSIONS 
Let p be a prime. If D is an F-central division algebra of index a power 
of p, and L is any field extension of F with [L : F] not divisible by p, then 
the division algebra D ®r L is called a prime to p extension of D. In [RS, 
Cor. 1.3, Thm. 2.1] Rowen and Saltman prove that any division algebra of 
index pZ has a prime to p extension which is a crossed product with 
respect to the group 7/p × 7/p, and that the generic division algebra 
UD(k, pn) of index p" over a field k of characteristic not p has no prime 
to p extension which is a crossed product if n >_ 3. The main result of this 
section will be to show that Saltman's generic division algebra 
UD(k, pm, p,,) of index p" and exponent p"  over an infinite field k of 
characteristic not p has no prime to p extension which is a crossed 
product if n > m >_ 2. (Note that Tignol proved in [T 4, Prop. 5.4] that 
UD(k, p'", p") is a noncrossed product if n > m >_ 2.) The two key results 
used to prove our result is the appropriate generic property for 
UD(k, pm, p") relative to prime to p extensions and an example of a 
division algebra of index p3 and exponent p2 which has no prime to p 
extension which is an elementary abelian crossed product. For this exam- 
ple we modify an example of Tignol [T 4, Thm. 4.5] and apply the machin- 
ery of Section 4. The appropriate generic property of UD(k, pro, p~) was 
proved by Rowen and Saltman, and is the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let k be an infinite field. Suppose UD(k, p'", p") has 
a prime to p extension which is a G-crossed product for some group G. If K 
is any field extension of k and A is a K-central diL, ision algebra of index p" 
and exponent dividing p,n, then A has a prime to p extension which is a 
G-crossed product. 
Note that in [RS, Thm. 2.2] Rowen and Saltman prove the proposition 
above for the generic division algebra UD(k, p") of index (and exponent) 
p". However, their proof works for the generic division algebra 
UD(k, pro, p,,) as well. We will apply the usual comparison technique of 
Amitsur to obtain our main result in the case of index p3 and exponent 
p2. The following corollary follows immediately from the proposition 
above, and will be used to pass from UD(k, p2, p,,) to UD(k, p'", p"). 
COROLLARY 6.2. If k' is an extension field of k and UD(k', p,n, p,,) has 
no prime to p extension which is a crossed product, then UD(k, pro, p,,) has 
no prime to p extension which is a crossed product. I f  m' <_ m and 
UD(k, p'"', p") has no prime to p extension which is a crossed product then 
UD(k, p", p") has no prime to p extension which is a crossed product. 
We now modify the example of Tignol in [T 4, Thm. 4.5] to obtain a 
division algebra of index p3 and exponent p2 which has no prime to p 
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extension which is an elementary abelian crossed product• Let k be a field 
containing a primitive p3-th root of unity to, and let F = k(x, y, z), where 
x, y, z are indeterminates. Set K = F([xP(y p - z)] 1/p2, zl/P), E = 
F([xP(y p - z)] l/p, z l/p) and A = (xV(y p - z), z; p3, F, to). Tignol shows 
([T 4, Thm. 4.5]) that A has exponent p2 and is split by K, and represents 
an element in N(K/F )  that is not in the image of N(E/F )  under 
the natural map from N(E/F )  to N(K/F ) .  Tignol next considers the 
Malcev-Neumann algebra Df that arises from the cocycle f in 
H2(GaI(K/F) ,  K*) which represents A, and shows that D r is not an 
elementary abelian crossed product• To conclude that UD(k,p 2, p3) re- 
mains a noncrossed product over all prime to p extensions of its center, 
one would need to show that on passing to a prime to p extension of its 
center, Df remains a nonelementary abelian crossed product• However, on 
passing to such an extension L of Z(Df), it may not be possible to 
represent D, ~z ,o ,  L as a Malcev-Neumann algebra, and Tignol's ma- 
chinery no longer may apply. By working in the larger context of inertially 
split division algebras, we avoid this scenario. 
We first extend [T4, Thm. 4.5] as follows• Let L be any finite degree 
extension of F with [L : F] prime to p. Write A L for A ®F L. Note that 
K and L are linearly disjoint over F, and that KL splits A L. We then have 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.3• The algebra A L defined above has index p3 and 
exponent p2, and represents an elements in N( KL /  L) which isnot in the 
image of N( EL / L). 
Proof. Clearly the index and exponent of At. equal that of A. For the 
second part of the proposition, consider the x-adic valuation on F. If Lin s 
is the purely inseparable closure of F in L, then the x-adic valuation 
extends uniquely to a valuation v on Lin s. It is easy to see that L~,s is 
purely inseparable over if, so Li, s is a prime to p extension of ft. By [E, 
18.7], the extension L~ Lin s is defectless with respect o v, so there is an 
extension of v to L such that [T. : Li----~,  is prime to p. Thus [L :F ]  is prime 
to p. Tignol's proof of the corresponding statement for A now carries 
through for A L. I 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let F' = F((s))((t)) and N = (xV(y v - z), 
s; pZ, F', toP) %, (z, t; p, F', toP2). I f  D is the underlying division algebra of 
A ®F N, then D has index p3 and exponent p2, and D has no prime to p 
extension which is an elementary abelian crossed product. 
Proof. The usual Henselian valuation on F' extends to D, and it 
follows from [JW, Thm. 5.15] that D = K, and that D has index p3 and 
exponent p2. By Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 6.3, D is not an elementary 
abelian crossed product. 
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Now let L' be an extension field of F'  with [L' :  F'] prime to p, and 
consider D L, = D ®F' 12. We find Dr  ~ (A ®F L') ®F' (N ®F' L'), a ten- 
sor product of an inertial algebra and a nicely semiramified algebra. 
Hence D L, is inertially split over L'. If L is the residue field of L' then 
[L :F] divides [L ' :  F'], hence [L : F] is prime to p. It is easy to see that 
the residue A ®F t7= AL and N ®F' L '= KL. Thus by [JW, Thm. 5.15], 
D/ := KL. Applying Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 6.3 again, we find that 
D L, is not elementary abelian. II 
We are now able to prove the special case of the main theorem of this 
section, for n = 3 and m -- 2. 
THEOREM 6.5. I f  k is an infinite field of characteristic not p, then the 
uniuersal dicision algebra UD(k, p2, p3) of index p3 and exponent p2 has no 
prime to p extension which is a crossed product. 
Proof. Since we have produced in Proposition 6.4 an algebra of index 
p3 and exponent pZ which has no prime to p extension which is an 
elementary abelian crossed product, we only need a division algebra of 
index p3 and exponent dividing pZ for which every prime to p extension is 
a crossed product with respect to only the elementary abelian group 
7/p × 7/p × 7/p. This is done in [RS, §2], but we repeat some of the details 
for the reader's convenience. Let k' be an extension of k containing a 
primitive p3-rd root of unity and F = k ' ( (x l ) ) ' " ( (y3) ) ,  the iterated 
Laurent series field in six variables over k'. Let D = ®~= l(Xi, Yi; p3, ~o, F). 
Then with respect o the usual valuation on F, the valuation on F extends 
to a totally ramified valuation on D so that D/F  is totally ramified with 
relative value group 7/6. If L is any field extension of F with [L • F] not 
divisible by p then D ®F L is totally ramified over L with Fo /F  L = 776 p"
Therefore any maximal subfield of D ®r L has Galois group isomorphic 
to 7/3, hence is elementary abelian. Thus by Proposition 6.1, UD(k, p2, p3) 
has no prime to p extension which is a crossed product. | 
We next show that the techniques which Tignol uses in [T 4, Sect. 5] to 
prove that UD(k, p,n, pn) is a noncrossed product if n > m > 2 can be 
used to show that UD(k, p,n, p,,) has no prime to p extension which is a 
crossed product. In order to build examples of higher index, we use the 
following result, an extension of [JW, Thm. 5.15]. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let F be a Henselian valued field and D an inertially split 
F-central division algebra of index p~ for some n. If D has no prime to p 
extension which is a crossed product then D has no prime to p extension 
which is a crossed product. 
Proof Suppose D ®F L -'= E is a crossed product, where [L : F] is not 
divisible by p. If Knr is the maximal unramified extension of a Henselian 
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valued field K, then LFnr c_ Lnr ([JW, 
L. Furthermore, by [M, Thm. 1], E 
[L :F ]  divides [L :F ] ,  we see that 
[Z (D)L :Z(D) ]  is not divisible by p. 
product, which is a contradiction. 
extension which is a crossed product. 
Eq. 1.9]), so E is inertially split over 
= D ~r L = D ®~)Z(D)L .  Since 
gcd([Z(D):  F ] , [L  : F]) = 1, hence 
By [JW, Thm. 5.15], E is a crossed 
Therefore D has no prime to p 
I 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let D be an F-central division algebra of index pr for 
some r which has no prime to p extension which is a crossed product. Then 
D ®F F(xl  . . . . .  X.) has no prime to p extensions which are crossed products. 
Proof Let M be the Henselization of F(x~ . . . .  , x,,) with respect to 
the usual (x I . . . . .  x,,)-adic valuation v on F(x 1 . . . . .  xn). By [M, Thm. 1] 
D ®F M is a division algebra inertial over M, with residue division ring D. 
Thus the previous lemma shows D ®F M has no prime to p extension 
which is a crossed product. We wish to show the same thing for E = D ®r 
F(x~ . . . . .  x,,). Suppose L is a prime to p extension of F(x 1 . . . .  , x,,) with 
E ® L a G-crossed product for some group G. Then by applying [E, 17.17] 
to the extension L~ Lins, where Lin s is the purely inseparable closure of 
F(x l . . . . .  xn) in L, we see that there is an extension of c to L such that 
the Henselization K of L is a prime to p extension of M. Now D ®F K = 
(D ®r M) ®M K is a division ring since K/M is a prime to p extension, 
so D ®r K = (E  ® L) ®t. K is a G-crossed product. This is a contradic- 
tion, so D ®F F(x~ . . . . .  x,,) has no prime to p extension which is a 
crossed product. II 
We now follow an idea of Saltman [Sa, Thm. 2] used in [T 4, Prop. 5.6] to 
prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6.8. I f  k has characteristic different from p, then the generic 
division algebra UD(k, pro, p,,) of index p" and exponent p'" has no prime to 
p extension which is a crossed product provided m > 2. 
Proof. Let D = UD(k, pZ, p3), and set F = Z(D).  Let L = 
F(x  1 . . . . .  xv)((z)), and let tr be the automorphism of L which leaves F 
and z invariant and has tr(x i) = xi+ t (modulo p). Let L" be the fixed 
field of tr. The cyclic algebra (L, o-, z) is a division algebra of index p, and 
is a nicely semiramified ivision algebra with respect o the z-adic valua- 
tion of L. Note that L---~c_F(xl . . . . .  xv). If S = D ®F (L, cr, z), then 
S = (D ®F L~) ®/_~ (L, o', z) is inertially split over U .  Since S = D ®F 
F(x  I . . . . .  xp), by Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.7, S has no prime to p 
extension which is a crossed product. Therefore S has no prime to p 
extension which is a crossed product by Lemma 6.6. Now S has index p4 
and exponent pZ. Repeating this construction a number of times gives a 
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division algebra of index p" and exponent p2 that has no prime to p 
extension which is a crossed product. Thus by Proposition 6.1 and Corol- 
lary 6.2, the same is true for UD(k, p",  p"). | 
7. BIOUATERNION ALGEBRAS 
In this section we consider division algebras of index 4 and exponent 2 
over a Henselian valued field F with char(if) :g 2. We further assume P 
contains a primitive fourth root of unity. Let D be an F-division algebra 
with ind(D) = 4 and exp(D) = 2. Then by a theorem of Albert [A, Sect. 
11, Thm. 2], D is isomorphic to a tensor product of two quaternion 
algebras, hence is a biquaternion algebra. Since char(if) does not divide 
ind(D), the algebra D is tame. Therefore D is similar to a tensor product 
S ®F T, where S is inertially split and T totally ramified over F. It is not 
hard to see that any quaternion algebra over F is either inertial, nicely 
semiramified, or totally ramified over F. Therefore by Albert's theorem, 
we see that D = S ®F T with S inertially split, T totally ramified, and 
either both S and T are quaternion algebras or else one is trivial and the 
other is a tensor product of two quaternion algebras. Thus we can apply 
the machinery of Section 4 to describe D. In this section we give precise 
conditions on when D is a cyclic algebra. These results could be obtained 
by using [LLT, Cor. 4.13], but we prefer to illustrate the machinery of 
Section 4. The one case in which we do not give precise conditions for D 
to be a cyclic algebra is when D is inertial over F. However in this case D 
is cyclic iff D is cyclic (and [LLT] gives conditions for when that happens). 
The results below give quadratic form theoretic conditions in all other 
cases for when a division algebra over K of index 4 and exponent 2 is a 
cyclic algebra. 
We first consider the case where D is not inertially split. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Suppose F is a Henselian valued field such that if 
contains a primitive 4-th root of unity (so char(if) :g 2). If D is an 
F-division algebra of index 4 and exponent 2 which is not inertially split, 
then D is not a cyclic algebra. 
Proof. We break the proof into some cases. First suppose D is totally 
ramified over F. If L is a maximal subfield of D cyclic Galois over F, then 
since L is totally ramified over F, there is an isomorphism FL /F  F = 
GaI (L /F ) .  Therefore FL /F  F is a cyclic group of order 4. However, since 
exp(D) = 2, the exponent of Fo /F  r divides 2 by [TW, Thm. 4.7]. This is a 
contradiction, so D does not contain a cyclic extension of F. 
Suppose now that D is not totally ramified. Therefore D = S ®r T with 
S inertially split, T totally ramified, and S and T quaternion algebras. 
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Since S is inertially split, there are two possibilities; S is either nicely 
semiramified or inertial over F. We handle these situations separately. 
First, suppose S is nicely semiramified. Then D = S = Z(S)= Z, is a 
field. Suppose L is a cyclic maximal subfield of D. If L is totally ramified 
over F then we obtain the same contradiction as in the case above where 
D is totally ramified. The residue degree of D/F  is two, so L cannot be 
inertial over F. Therefore IlL/FF[ = [L : F] = 2. This implies that L = 
= ff(~/~-) for some a ~ ft. We apply the homological machinery of 
Sections 3 and 4. Since tFL/FF[ = 2, it is easy to see that H2(FL/ 
IF, A)sy m = H2(FL//ffF, A) for any trivial Ft./FF-module A. Since S is 
nicely semiramified, f ~ H2(Fs/F F, P*)sym (see Remark 2 of Section 3). 
Since ~ ~ H2(FT/FF, if*), it follows that the restriction of f'a to FL/F  F 
is 0 in H2(FL/FF, Z*) / i , (H2(FL/FF,  F*)sym)" By Corollary 4.3, 6z(s L) 
= 0. Now FL/F  F is cyclic, so we have the isomorphism H2(FL/FF, A) -- 
A~ 2A for any trivial FL/FF-mOdule A, by [B, Sect. 3.1, Ex. 2]. Hence 
H2(FL/F  F, Z* ) / i . (HZ(FL /F  F, F*)  ,,) --- Z* /F*Z  .2 and H2(FL/ 
F F, kum(L/F))sy m -=- kum(L / f i )  = <v~a F* ). Now s L ~ 0 as L~ F is not 
elementary abelian. So s L corresponds to x/a-i* under the second isomor- 
phism. Under these isomorphisms the map 6z corresponds to the map 
kum(L /F )  --* z~*/ f f *Z  .2 given by cP* ~ cP*Z, .2 for c ~ KUM(L /F ) .  
Since 6L-(S L) = 0, we find vra--~ p .~.2 .  If vfa = bc 2 with b ~ P and 
c ~ L,, writing c = u + ova- gives ~ = b(u 2 + o2a + 2uvvfa), which 
forces u2+ v2a = 0. But i contains a primitive fourth root of unity, 
which then forces ~ ~ i * ,  which is false. Therefore D does not contain a 
cyclic extension of F of degree 4, provided S is nicely semiramified. 
We now consider the case S is inertial over F. As before, since FD/F F 
has exponent 2 and D is an if-division algebra of degree 4, if L is a cyclic 
maximal subfield of D, then [FL/FFI = [L:  F] = 2. Say L = i f (a )w i th  
a z = a ~ F. As in the previous case, we have H2(FL/IF, kum(L/F) )sy m 
--- kum(L /F ) .  Therefore sL ~ aF*  under this isomorphism. Looking at 
the proof of Theorem 4.1, and using the notation there, if o- is the 
nonzero element of FL/F  F, then from the form of the isomorphism above 
we have that 
aY*  . . . . .  , - ,  
= = F . 
Since S is inertial, Is~ Fp is trivial, so ~b~ = id and f - -  1. Moreover, 
has values in F. Since ~ can be assumed to be normalized, a~= 1. 
Therefore aF*  - - - -2 - .  a~ F . The field P(h--~) then contains L,, hence is equal 
to L, since Z is a maximal subfield of D. Therefore a ~ f f .~.2,  a 
contradiction as in the previous case. Therefore in all cases, D is not a 
cyclic algebra. | 
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Next we consider what happens if D is inertially split. To apply the 
results of Section 5, we consider first the case where D is commutative. 
We refer the reader to [L 1] for basic properties of quadratic forms, and 
freely use the terminology of [LI]. We will write (a, b) F for the quaternion 
algebra (a, b; 2, F, - 1) below. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Suppose F is a Henselian valued field such that ff 
contains a primitive 4-th root of unity. Let D be an F-division algebra of 
index 4 and exponent 2. If D is inertially split with D commutative then 
= F(vCd, v~) for some a, b ~ F, and D is a cyclic algebra iff (a, b) r is 
split iff the quadratic form (1, a, - b) is isotropic over F. 
Proof. Recall that the quaternion algebra (a, b)p is split iff b is a norm 
form F(v~ ) to F iff (1, a, -b )  is isotropic over F. Therefore the last two 
conditions of the Proposition are equivalent. Since D is inertially split, 
Fo /F  F -- Ga I (Z(D) /F )  by [JW, Lemma 5.1]. As D is commutative, the 
ramification index of D~ F is 4. Furthermore, xp(FD/F ) divides exp(D) 
by [JW, Cor. 6.10], so Fo /F  F is elementary 2-abelian. Therefore D is a 
biquadratic extension of F. Thus there are a, b ~ P with D = F(vca --, v~-). 
Let K be the inertial lift of D in D. By abuse of notation we write K = 
F(fa-, 7~-). By [T 2, Thm. 1], [D] ~ Dec(K /F ) ,  so D = (a, x) F ®F (b, Y)F 
for some x, y ~ F. Recalling the descriptions of the cocycles f and c 
describing the inertially split division algebra D from Section 3, we see 
from Dec(K /F )  -- HZ(GaI(K/ F), F*)sy m and Fo/  F F = GaI(Z(D)/  F) 
= Ga l (K /F )  that fc ~ HZ(Fo /F  F, F*)sy m. Therefore f ~ HZ(Fpo_/ 
Fr, F*)sym, and so f ~ HZ(FD/ FF, F*)sym" Thus (K /  F, G, f )  ~ Dec(K/  
F). By Theorem 5.4, D is cyclic iff (K /F ,  G,_f) ~#F M ~ (K-/M, ~r, w) for 
some w such that wF* generates kum(M/F) ,  for some quadratic subex- 
tension M of K. First, suppose M = F(vra). Since kum(M/F)  = (~/-d-P*) 
and (K /  F ,G , f )  ~ Dec(K /F ) ,  the condition (K /  F ,G , f )  ~F M ~ (F,/  
M, o', w) is equivalent to ((a-, b) M =- (c, b) u for some c ~ F. But by [T l, 
Lemma 2.6], this is true iff (1, a, -b )  is isotropic over F. For convenience, 
we give a proof of this final step. Suppose (v~--, b)u = (c, b) M for some 
c ~ F. Applying the projection formula for the corestriction map we get 
( -a ,  b) r ---- (c 2, b)p ~ 1, so b is a norm from F(fa-) to F. But this says 
b = x z + yaa for some x, y c F. Therefore (1, a, -b )  is isotropic over F. 
Conversely, if the form is isotropic over F, we have b = x 2 + yZa for some 
x, y ~ F. If x and y are both nonzero then 2xyfa-= (x + y~- )z_  b, 
which gives (2xyfa-, b) u ~ 1, so (v~-, b) M -- (1 /2xy,  b) u. If y = 0 then b 
is a square, so the result is clear. If x=0 then b=ay 2, but since 
-4a fa  = (a - v/-a-) 2 - (1 + v~)Za, there are isomorphisms (v/a -, b) u -- 
(v/a, a) m =- ( -  1 /4a ,  a) u -- ( -  1 /4a ,  b) M. If M = ff(fb-), the proof is 
similar. Finally, if M=F(v /~) ,  then write D =F(Vr~-,V~-). Since 
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(1, ab, -b )  is isotropic iff (1, a, -b )  is isotropic (as ff contains a primi- 
tive fourth root of unity), the result also holds for this case. II 
Note that the quaternion algebra (a ,b)p  and the quadratic form 
(1, a, -b ) ,  are uniquely determined by D, and not on the representation 
of D as a biquadratic extension of F. This follows from the fact 
that - 1 ~ if ,2.  
We consider the final possibility for D (other than D being inertial) in 
the proposition below. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let D be an inertially sprit diu&ion algebra of index 4 
and exponent 2 which is not inertial, such that D is not commutative. Then 
D = (a, b) F ®F (C, X) F for some units a, b, c ~ F and element x ~ F* such 
that u(x)~ 2FF, and D is a cyclic algebra iff the Pfister form ( ( -  
a, -b ,  - c ) )  is zero in the Witt ring W(F). 
D 
Proof. Since D is inertially split with D neither commutative nor of 
index 4, we see that Z (D)  is a quadratic extension of F, the index of D is 
2, and l iD/FF[ = 2. Suppose L is a maximal subfield of D cyclic Galois 
over F. By [JW, Thm. 5.15], LZ(D)  is a maximal subfield of D. We 
consider two cases for this direction. 
First, suppose L does not contain Z(D).  Then [L :F ]  = 2, so 
IlL~ FFI = 2. Therefore L = if(yea -) for some a ~ if* and EL /F  F = I'D~ 
F F. Since [Z(D) :  F] = 2, say Z(D)  = ff(~/c-) for some c ~ if*. Moreover, 
Z (D)  and L are linearly disjoint over if, so LZ(D)= if(yea --, v~-). Let 
K = F(vra -, v~-) be an inertial lift of LZ(D)  in D, where we abuse notation 
by writing a,c ~ F. By[Tp Thm. 1], [D] ~ Dec(K /F ) ,  hence D = (a,b) F 
OF (C, X) F for some b, x E F*. We claim that b can be chosen to be a 
unit, and v(x)e~ 2F F. Both b and x cannot be units since D is not 
inertial. Suppose x is a unit and b is not. Since D is unchanged by 
replacing b by be 2 for any e ~ F*, we see that v(b) ~ 2F F since D is not 
inertial. Therefore (a, b) is nicely semiramified and (c, x) is inertial. But 
then D = (c, x)p~¢~-), which gives Z(D)  = ff(~/-d ) = L,, a contradiction. If 
v(b) ~ v(x)mod2FF,  and both values are not in 2F F then D is nicely 
semiramified, hence D is commutative, which is false. If v(b) -  
u(x)mod 2F F then b = xe2w for some e E F* and w a unit in F. There- 
fore (a, b) ®F (C, X) = (a, w) ®F (ac, x). But this would then imply Z(D)  
= if(avC~-), which is false since a is not a square. Therefore b can be taken 
to be a unit and v(x) ~ 2FF, as desired. 
Let o- be the nonidentity automorphism of Z(D) /F  which sends v~- 
to - vfc -. Using the notation of Theorem 4.1 and arguing as we did in the 
final case of Proposition 7.1, the cocycle s L is nonzero as L /F  is cyclic 
and not elementary abelian, so there is an element d ~ D* with .~a-p. = 
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d¢~(d)f(cr, or)F*. However, looking at the construction of the generalized 
cocycle f ,  since D = (a, b) ®F (C, X) we see that by choosing the element 
y,~ to be the usual element j of (c, x) with j2 = x, we obtain f(o',cr)F* = 
~ay ,~yllF* =xF* = F*. Since f has unit values, f (a ,  cr) ~ F*. Thus F* =d¢,~(d)P*.  Now D = (a,b)r(¢z). Let 1, i , j , k  be the standard 
basis of this quaternion algebra. If d = a +/3s + YJ + 6k then ~b~(d) = 
o'(a) + cr(/3)i + cr(9,)j + cr(6)k. Since L = if(i), multiplying out d¢~(d) 
and setting it equal to iw for some w ~ ff shows the Pfister form 
(( - a, -b ,  - c ) )  is isotropic, hence zero in W(F). 
Next suppose Z(D)  ___ L. Since D is a tensor product of two quaternion 
algebras Qi and Q2, we claim D=I®F N with I=(a ,b )  F and N= 
(c, x) F, where a, b, c are units and v(x) ~ 2F F. To see this, note that any 
quaternion algebra over F is either inertial, nicely semiramified or totally 
ramified over F. Since D is not inertial, Ql and Q2 are not both inertial. 
Neither Qi is totally ramified since FQ, g IF' o and ]Fo/IF'F] ----- 2. If both Qi 
are nicely semiramified, say Qi = (ai, x,) with a s units and v(x i) q~ 2F F. If 
v(x 1) ~ v(x2)mod 2F F then D = F(fa-71, X/~2), which is false. Thus x I = 
xzd2b for some d ~ F* and unit c ~ F. Then D = (a l, x2b) ®F (a2, x2) 
=(a  l, b) ®F (ala2, x). Setting a =a I and c=ata  2 gives the desired 
decomposition. If Ql is inertial and Q2 is nicely semiramified, then 
Ql = (a, b) and Q2 = (c, x) with a, b, c units and v(x) ff 2F F as desired. 
Therefore our claim is true. Since LZ(D)  is a maximal subfield of D and 
Z(D)  ___L, we see Z has dimension 4 over F, so L /F  is inertial. 
Therefore D = (a, b)p(¢~-) contains a subfield L cyclic Galois over l ~. We 
show this forces the form (( - a, -b ,  - c ) )  to be hyperbolic over ~F. Let 
Z = Z(D)  = if(x/c). We have L = Z(x/-d-) with d = ot2a +/32b - "y2ab 
for some a,/3, y ~ Z. Say d = m + nV~- with m,n  ~ ft. If x = x/d-, then 
the trace TrL/F-(x)= 0, and if cr is a generator of Ga l (L / f f ) ,  then 
o'(x) = oax, where w is a primitive 4-th root of unity. From Newton's 
identities, it is easy to show that TrL/p(d) = 0, so 4m = 0. Thus m = 0. 
However, if a=a l+a2x/7 ,  /3=/3!  +/32x/c and 7=Y l  +y2v~,  then 
m = (a~ + a2c)a + (/32 +/32c) b _ (3,2 + y2c)ab" Thus the quadratic 
form (a, b , -ab ,  ac, bc , -abc)  is isotropic. Since this is a subform of 
(( - a, -b ,  - c ) ) ,  because -1  c p.2,  the Pfister form (( - a, -b ,  - c ) )  
is hyperbolic, hence zero in W(F). 
For the converse, we need to know if (( - a, -b ,  - c ) )  is 0 in W(F) 
then D is a cyclic algebra. If ((  -a , -b , -c ) )  is hyperbolic, then the 
subform (a, b, -ab,  ac, bc, -abc)  must be isotropic by a simple calcula- 
tion. Thus we have_(al 2 + a2c)a + (/32 +/32c) b _ (3,2 + y2c)ab = 0 for 
some ~_j . . . . .  3'2 ~ F. If n = 2(ala2a +/31/32 b - TlT2ab), then setting 
d = nx/c and tracing the argument of the second case above backward 
shows that P(v~-)(x/-d-) is a cyclic extension of F, and is a maximal subfield 
of D. II 
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Remark. The Pfister form ( (  - a, -b ,  - c ) )  is uniquely determined by 
D,  so is independent  of  the representat ion D = (a, b) ®F (C, X). To see 
this, for a quaternion algebra A = (y,  z),  let qA be the norm form 
(1, -y ,  - z ,  yz )  of  A. If D is also represented as D = (a', b') F ®r (c', x') F 
with a', b', c' units and v(x ' )~ 2F  r, then Z(D)= ff(vrcT), which forces 
c = c' mod F .2. Since ( (  - a', -b ' ,  - c ' ) )  is unchanged by rep lac ing  c' by 
c, we may assume c' = c. Look ing  at D we see (a,  b)ptj~-) = (a ' ,  b')p(¢~-), 
so if A = (a, b)r(¢z) and A'  = (a ' ,  b')p(¢~-), we see qA -= qA' over  P(v~-). 
There fore  q~ 3- -qA '  = 0 in W(ff(x/7)). There fore  qA 3- --qA' = (1, - -C)  
® ~b in W(F)  for  some form q5 over  if, by [L I, p. 200]. S ince c (1 ,  - c )  = 
(1, - c )  as -1  ~ - ,2  F , we see q,a 3- --qA' = CqA 3_ --CqA,, SO qA _1_ cqA -~ 
n 1 e - .2  qA' 3-cqA', again  usi g - F . But  qA 3-cqA = ( (  - a, -b ,  - c ) )  as 
1 ~ p ,2 ,  so ( (  - a, -b ,  - c ) )  --- ( (  - a', -b ' ,  - c ' ) ) .  
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